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Conceptual change from essay and summary writing in eighth grade social studies

Statement of the Problem
Despite a nearly ubiquitous belief in the efficacy of writing as an aide to learning, there have
been few empirical demonstrations of this belief. Accordingly, in this research we contrasted the
influences of essays and summaries on the ways in which eighth-grade students represented their
knowledge of a Civil War unit in social studies class. We conjectured that students writing essays
would organize their knowledge more hierarchically than students writing summaries.

Theoretical Perspective
Current accounts of knowledge change due to writing (Berei!er, 1991; Hayes, 1991; Hidi and
Anderson, 1986; Langer and Applebee, 1987; Schumacher and Nash, 1991) describe an active process
by which writers manipulate material and influence how content is understood. General conclusions
about writing and learning suggest that levels of processing differ according to task constraints-~
different kinds of writing result in different kinds of knowledge change.

Applebee (1984), in

chronicling research directed at writing and reasoning, noted that the type of manipulation or
elaboration of material being studied determines the type of improvement that results. Writing tasks,
according to Applebee, "differ in the breadth of information drawn upon and in the depth of processing
of that information."

Langer and Applebee (1987) further enunciate this view by declaring that

"writing is not writing is not writing." Writing apparently influences reasoning in a variety of ways-not all forms of written expression are equally suitable as aides to learning.
Two typ es of written expression seem especially promising as aides to learning in content areas .
On the one hand, summaries require learners to reorganize knowledge insofar as good summari es
require abstraction of gist (paraphras ing rather th an copying) and attention to audience (Hidi &

Anderson, 1986). On the other hand, essay writing ideally requires the development and coordination
of inner dialogue as one reconciles opposing points of view, presents a rationale for an argument, and,
in Applebee's terms, develops a better understanding of relationships in the material being studied.
Where summarization reportedly has general effects on the recall of factual information, essay writing,
by requiring additional formulation of new relationships, perhaps leads to a deeper understanding of
the information being written about. In this regard, essay writing would seem to be an ideal medium
for promoting knowledge reorganization in comparatively ill-structured domains such as social studies.
Whether the additional processing required for essays effects differences in the way knowledge persists
is the question of interest for this study.

Methods

Subjects
Two classes of eighth grade social studies students participated. Each class was taught by the
same teacher and were composed of students of similar abilities and interests with respect to the
subject-matter. Each class met five times each week for 50 minutes; four weeks were allotted to the
Civil War.

Procedure
The classes were assigned randomly to one of two conditions: essay writing
(n

=

24) or summary writing (n

=

25).

Prior to beginning a unit on the Civil War, we taught

students in the essay condition how to write an essay from a process-oriented perspective (e.g.
emphasizing processes of pre-writing, writing, and revision, use of procedural facilitation, peer
conferencing, and the like). Similarly, we taught students participating in the summary condition the
rudiments of writing an effective summary, including the importance of paraphrasing, avoidance of
excessive detail, and the like (again focusing instruction on process writing). Students in each class
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wrote essays or summaries during this pre-instructional phase, received feedback from us and from
peers about their writing, and revised their writing accordingly. During this time, we highlighted the
difference between revision and copying the first draft over (initially the preferred mode of revision
for these students).

These first compositions, in concert with class grades and other qualitative

measures, also helped establish the equivalency of the two classes.
Students in the essay condition wrote 6 essays during a five week unit on the Civil War. Essay
topics were designed to help students reconcile apparently contradictory positions or issues. For
example, one essay outlined some of Lincoln's .deliberations about slavery, asking students to take
Lincoln's perspective and to show how the Emancipation Proclamation attempted to fulfill a number
of purposes simultaneously.

Students in the summary condition wrote a comparable number of

summaries about what they had read in their textbook and heard in their class lectures. Students
received timely feedback from us concerning their writing and were asked to revise each essay or
summary, receiving then further commentary about their revisions. Our feedback tended to highlight
audience demands. For example, with regard to essays, we often made comments such as: "Why
should your readers believe this? What reasons do you have for thinking this way?"
Following the conclusion of the Civil War unit, we administered three tasks to measure students'
knowledge organization for subject-matter concepts. Each student completed these tasks individually
during two class sessions.

Instrumentation/Measures of knowledge organization
The first measure of knowledge organization, the triads task, was derived from personal
construct psychology (Kelly, 1955). In this instance, we provided students with three concepts and
asked them to describe "how two of these ideas are alike yet different than the third." The triads were
structured so that at least one way to construct similarities and differences among them involved a
"deep" structure. For example, given a triad of Gettysburg, Antietam Creek, and the Emancipation
3
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Proclamation, one might relate Antietam Creek to the Emancipation Proclamation because the former
enabled the issue of the latter. On the other hand, on a more superficial or surface level, one might
simply relate Gettysburg to Antietam Creek because both were battles. We constructed a total of 10
items for this task, and scored each item on a 1-4 scale according to the relative "depth" of the
rationale for the groupings made by each student.
A concept-mapping task constituted the second measure of knowledge organization. Here we
provided students with 21 concepts highlighted in their textbook (or in class lecture) and asked,students
to draw a "map" labeling relations among the concepts. Maps were scored on 5-point scales with
respect to six facets of organization: (1) macropropositions ("key" concepts or linkages among these
concepts deemed important by the classroom teacher), (2) micropropositions (concepts of less central
importance according to the teacher), (3) degree of connectivity among concepts, (4) meaningfulness
of connections among concepts, (5) number and quality of causal relationships, and (6) the overall
depth or hierarchical structure of the obtained map.
The last, ordered tree, task involved five successive orderings of a list 20 concepts concerning
the Civil War. Hierarchical representations (ordered trees) of the concepts were then derived for each
student with the use of an algorithm developed by Reitman and Reuter (1980). These representations
were then summarized in a variety of ways, such as the average depth of the tree, its degree of
differentiation, and the like (Naveh-Benjamin et al., 1986).
Other sources of data
Each student completed a multiple choice unit test concerning the Civil War that was used by
the classroom teacher to assign course grades. Each student's essays or summaries are additional
sources of data.
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Results
With respect to the triads task, the mean difference between instructional conditions was not
reliable. However, performance in the essay condition appeared less variable than did performance
in the summary condition (Q

< .06). With respect to the concept mapping task, several differences

between instructional conditions were apparent with higher performance in the essay condition on the
measures of number of macropropositions (Q

<

.01), number of connections (Q

overall depth or hierarchical structure of the concept map (Q

<

<

.04), and the

.03). Along these lines, the ordered

trees of students in the essay condition generally were of greater "depth" than those of their
counterparts in the summary condition.

No differences were found between conditions on the

achievement test, perhaps because the multiple-choice items on this task tapped micropropositional
rather than macropropositional structures. We are currently analyzing patterns of individual differences
among the measures of knowledge organization and students' writing. Initial convergent data analyses
across measures in the essay group indicate that better developed essays (as measured analytically)
correspond with depth of macropropositional processing in the concept maps. These and other findings
shall be reported at the time of the presentation.

Implications
Although preliminary, the results obtained in this study support the idea that differential writing
tasks (summaries and essays) lead students to process and organize knowledge in different ways. We
believe that the additional processing required for essays distinguished how students organized
macropropositional knowledge about the Civil War.

Although not conclusive, these results also

promote the utility of "writing across the curriculum, " an emerging practice in many schools.
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C IVIL / WAR TRIADS
.

In each
of the
follo~ino.
vou will see three ideas covered
during the Civil War un it. {p1~~s~ tell us how twb of these ideas
are alike yet different than the third.
gi vei-1 1)
and
3) chair one
aoole, 2 )
Fc•r exa mol e,
might say that 1> and 2> are b1:1th
fr uit s that
yo u can
eat.
On
·fr ll its (not
do tney taste very
the other
hai-1d, chairs
good).

A.

1) Dred Scott Decision
Underground Railroad
3) Missouri Comoromise

2)

B.

1)
2 )

3)

c.

1)

2)
3)

D.

1)

2)

3)

E.

1)

2)
3)

F.

1)

2)
3)

G.

1)

2)
3)

H.

1)
2 )

3)

I.

l )
2)
3)

J.

1)
2)

3)

Cott •:•n Gin
Manufacturing
Slavery

Gettysburg
Anti et ar11 Creek
Ernanci[)atian Proc 1 arnat i c•n

Blockade
Defensive t-Jarfare
At tr it ic•n

Reoresent at ioi-1
Mi ss•:•uri Compromise
3/5 Cc•rnororni se

Bc•rder States
Ernanc i c:•at ion Proclamation
John Brow ·r1' s Re. i a

Aooornattox
Fort Sumter
Bull Rur1 ( Mar1assas)

Vicksburg
British Intervention
Gettysburg

Sect i o-na 1 i srn
Federal ism
States' R:ior1 t~;

McClelland
Li ncc•l n
Grar1t

TRIADS SCOllll&

A.

4 • (3) Mtssourt Collprmhe WIS overturned by the (1) Dred Scott dectston1
2 l 3 helped slaves, 1 dtd not: (1) and (3) concern where slaves can
be frH.
3 • 1 and 3 are laws/dectstons/dtsputes; 2 ts an actton.
2 • Any or all have to do wtth slaves (vague).
1 • Don't know (DK); no answer (NA); totally wrong (TV).

I.

4 • (1) Cotton &tn made (3) slavery necessary, econmtcally advantageous;
(1) cotton gtn • basts of Southern economy l (2) manufacturing • basts
of Northern economy; (1) and (2) relate to how slavery spread.
3 • (1) Cotton Gin and (2) manufacturing result tn products; (1) and (2)
made things easter to do; (1) and (2) both relate to 11011ey; (3) slaves
used cotton gin to produce 11e>re cotton.
2 • 1 l 3 relate to slavery; 1 l 2 • things, 3 • people.
1 • DK; NA; TV.

C.

4 • (2) AC allowed (3) EP: 1 l 3 are famous speeches by Lincoln: 1 l Z
killed people/tried to end slavery violently, 3 set th.. fr ../ WIS
nonviolent.
3 • (1) & l (2) AC both battles, (3) EP is not.
2 • (1) 6 l (2) AC are both places.
1 • DK; NA; TV.

D.

4 • (1) Blockades l (3) attrition are Northern war strategies/can lose
many 91ft; (2) DW ts Southern.
3 • 1 l 2 both defensive tactics.
2 • Tactics or strategies; 2 l 3 deal with death/war.
1 • DIC; NA;

E.

TV.

4 • (3) the 3/5 compromise is about (1) representation, 2 l 3 both involve
representation.
3 • 2 l 3 are compromises that lead to change in US or that 11aintained
status quo.
2 • 2 l 3 both ce11prmises/doc1111nts/decisions.
1 • DIC;

NA; TV.

F.

4 • (2) EP atlled at (1) Border States: slavery was sttll allowed tn (2)
border states after EP (1).
3 • 2 l 3 both deal wtth fr ..ing slaves: (3) John lrf*ft ratded (1) the
border states.
2 • all tnvolve freeing blacks; 2 l 3 involve slaves/events.

1 • DIC; NA; TV.

&.

4 • 1 l 2 signal beginning and end of CV; (2) FS l (3) Mare Southern
victories: (3) BR was fought after (2) FS.

3 • (3) Manassas had 2 battles, 1 l 2 had one: 2 l 3 were early battles.
2 • All are places/battles where the war was fought; 2 l 3 both places.

1 • DIC; NA; TV.
H.

4 • (3) Gettysburg was att111Pt to get (2) British intervention: (1) V l
(3) 6 occurred about sue ti•/ significant battles/both turning
points.
3 • (1) V l (3) 6 both battles.
2 • both towns, cities, places.

1 • DIC; NA: TV: (1) and (3) both end in a •burg.•
I.

4 • (2) FED vs (3) States' rights as root cause of the war.
3 •Mention of (1) Sect. l (2) Federalis• connection--constitutional
rights/beliefs/ types of government; (1) sectionalisa l (3) states'

rights - connected.

2 • CV, laws, (2) Fed l (3) states rights types of goverl'1ltlnts/beli1fs.

1 • DK: NA: TV: (1) and (2) both have an •isa.•
J.

4 • (3) Grant is (2) Lincoln's general; (1) Mc and (2) Lincoln feud.
3 • (1) Mc l (3) Grant both generals; 6 l L both presidents; all Northern
leaders; 2 l 3 were famous leaders; (1) Mc l (2) Lincoln ran against
each other for president.
2 • 1 l 3 were in war/soldiers/with north; anything else-they are all
people .

1 • DK; NA; TV.

IDEA MAPPING
Here's a
list of some of the ideas that you talked about during
the unit on the Civil War.
On the paper provided, draw an IDEA MAP of how these ideas are
related to each other and to the Civil War.
Here's how you draw
and IDEA MAP:
stand for
the
idea.
For
SLAVERY you would write its

1.

Use the number of the idea to
example,
instead of writing
number -- so you would write 13.

2.

and LABEL THE
Connect ideas with a
line
( ------- - )
CONNECTION.
For example,
( # 21 ) Harriet Stowe wrote ( # 15)
Uncle Tom's Cabin, so you might write:
21
wrote -- 15.

3.

If you think an idea CAUSES another idea, use an arrow
(- -- -~
)
to connect the
ideas.
For example,
in the
Revolutionary War, ( #3 0) Taxation without Representation was
a major cause of the ( #31 ) Revolutionary War.
So you might
write:
30 - - - --~ 31.
Or you might think that
it was a
little more involved like: 30 -- -- ---~ 5 - ---- - ~ 31, where 5
stands for the Boston Tea Party.

4.

You may connect ideas to as
many other
like (o r to no other ideas).

ideas as

you would

Here are the ideas and their numbers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Underground Railroad
Representation in Congress
Cotton Trade
Abolitionist Movement
Missouri Compromise
Cotton Gin
Westward Expansion
Constitutional Convention
Dred Scott Decision
Tariffs (to protect Northern
manufacturing)

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Fort Sumter
Federalism
Slavery
Property Rights
Uncle Tom's Cabin
John Brown
States' Rights
3/5 Compromise
Republican Party
Sectionalism
Harriet Stowe

YOU MAY ADD IDEAS OF YOUR OWN
IF YOU WISH - JUST GI VE THE M
NUMBERS TOO AND TELL US WHAT THEY MEAN ON THE BACK.

CIVIL WAR IDEA MAPPING SCORING
Macropropositions;
5.

At least two key propositions to understanding the civil war
identified; much depth and differentiation--length and
breadth of links.

4.

At least two key propositions identified with some depth and
differentiation.

3.

At least one key concept identified with much
differentiation and depth.

2.

(a). One major concept outlined without much detail; or
(b). Many major points being made, some are incorrect.

1.

Attempt was made to detail one major idea.

0.

No attempt was made at the macropropositional level.

Micropropositions;
5.

Intermediary ideas important to understanding the civil war
era are correctly linked to other terms and concepts; much
differentiation and depth--length and breadth of links.

4.

A few micropropositions correctly linked to two or more
other concepts; some depth to linkage.

3.

At least one microproposition with some depth; most
microproposition linkages are correct.

2.

(a). More than three key terms linked below the
macropropositional level; or
(b) . Micropropositions listed with differentiation and
depth, some error.

1.

Attempt was made at

micropro~ositional

0.

No attempt was

at the micropropositional level.

~ade

level.

Connections;
5.

Almost all terms and concepts are correctly linked; the
linkage enhances the representation.

4.

Over three-quarters of the terms are correctly linked; the
reasoning for the linkage can be readily inferred.

3.

Over half of the terms are correctly linked.

2.

(a ). More than three terms correctly linked; or
(b) . Many terms linked with some error in linkage.

1.

Attempt was made to link terms and concepts.

O.

No attempt was made to link terms and concepts.

causal Relationships;
5.

At least five important causal relationships correctly
noted; the relations noted enhance the representation.

4.

At least four correct causal relationships are noted; some
reasoning behind the causes illustrated.

3.

( a ) . At least three causal relationships correctly noted; or
(b). Many causal relationships noted, though with some
error.

2.

( a ) . At least two causal relationships noted; or
( b ) . Many causal relationships noted, though with much
error.

1.

Attempt was made to link ideas through causal relationships.

0.

No attempt was made to link ideas through ca u sal
relationships.

Verbf'Descriptors;
5.

Most connections are meaningfully described; enhance
quality/ strength of these ideas.

4.

Many verbs / descriptors used, but some lack meaningfulness.

3.

About one-half of the connections are properly described.

2.

( a ) . At least a few connections described; or
( b ) . Many descriptors used, some of which make sense or
enhance representation.

1.

Attempt was made to label at least one connection.

O.

No attempt was made to label the connections.

Representation / Depth/Overall Quality/Other:
5.

Conceptual understanding exhibited in hierarchical
representation; numerous ideas with two or more correct
connections; depth; no major errors; original/logical.

4.

Representation has some depth and differentiation without
much error; reasoning behind representation is clear.

3.

Representation has either depth or differentiation; some
error allowed based on extensiveness of linkage.

2.

( a ) . Representation has little depth or differentiation; or
(b). Representation has extensive depth with much error.

1.

Some attempt was made to represent draw an idea map.

0.

No attempt was made to represent ideas.
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consti.tu'?-0
convenuon

[lJ Cotton Trade

\ nt1>1ion
\rl\ Repres~m-ess

~~7

[ill Cotton Gin

if

Decision

J19l Republican
Party

1

Underground
Railroad

j

Sectionalism

Property
Rights

I

113 IFederalism
Civil War

[The CiviL WaR]
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11 - - - - - 16
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3 - - - ..... 6

14- - - -17
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2- -
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21- wrote- 15
7- - - - -20
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IDEAS LIST
Ideas that
you talked
about duri~g
the Civil War unit are
listed below .
To the left of the
i deas is
a li~t
with blanks.
Please fill
each blanks
with the
letter representing the idea.
You can arrange the ideas in any order
that you
like, but ideas
that have
a lot in common <according- to what you have learned in
the Civil War unit) should aopea~ ciiose to each other.
For examole:

1> ____ a ___ _

a)

2)
3)

c)

4)

d
b
c

Cat
Jam

b)
d)

Please turn the oage to begin.

Pean0t Butter
Dog

IDEAS
a)
b)

Control of Border States
Fe derali s m
Bull Run (M a na ssas )
Defensive Warfare
Emancioation Proclamation

c)
d)
e)
f > Gra·r1t
g> Blocl-<.ade
h) Stonewall Jackson
i) Inflatic•n
J) St ates' Rights

2)
3)
4)
5)
5)
7)

8)
'3)
10) ________ _
11)

12 )
13 )
14)
15)
16)

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - ---________ _

1 7) ---------18) ----------

1 '3) ________ _

2 0) --------·-

I-<.)

Draft

rn)

Aopornattox

n)

<Conscrioti.on)

Caot u re Rich mo nd
Att. ri t i C•Y'1
p) Gettysb urg
o) Sher man
r ) Recooniti o n by British
s) Lee
t> Co n trol of Mis siss i poi
u) Slavery
o)

ID EAS
START WITH : b>

F EDE RALISM

a ) Ge tty s bu r g
Fed e ral i s rn
c) Bull Run (Manas s a s )
d l Defensive Warfare
el Emancioation Proclamation
f l Grar1t
g) Bl c•ckade
hl Stonewall Jack s on
i) Inflation
Jl State s ' Right s
b)

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
5)
7)
8)
'3)

10) ________ _
11) ----------

12 l _____ _ __ _

13) _____ _ __ _
14) ________ _
15 )
16)
17)
18)
19)

2 0)

________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _
________ _

k)
rn)

n)
o)
p)
q)
r)

s )
t)

ul

Sl a v ery _..
Rpporna·tt c•x
Capture Richmond
At trition
Control of Border States
Sherman
Recognition by Briti s h
Le e
Control of Mi s si ss iopi
Draft (Cons c r i ption)

IDEAS
START

a)

b)

c)
d)

e)

f)
o)

h)
i)
J)

WITH~

kl

EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION

Get-tysb1.1rg
Federalisrn
l n fl at i or-1
Defer-is i ve Warf are
Slavery
Grant
Blockade
St or-1ewa 1 1 J"ack.son
Bull R1.1n (Mana ssas )
States' Rights

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
5)
7)

8)

9)
10) ________ _
11) ________ _

12) ________ _
13) ________ _

14) ________ _
15) ________ _

15) ________ _
17 ) ________ _

18) ________ _
19) ________ _

20) ________ _

k)

Emancioation Proclamation

rn> Apoornattox
n)
o)
o)
o)

r)
s)

t)
1_\)

Caoture Richmond
Attrition
Control of Border States
Sherrnan
Recognition by British
Lee
Control of Mississiopi
Draft (Conser i pt ion)

IDEAS
START WITH: t) CONTROL OF MISSISSIPPI
a)

Gettysburg
Federalism
c> Inflation
d) Defensive Warfare
e) Slavery
f) Capture Richmond
g> Blockade
h> Sherman
i) BLll 1 RLm \Manassas)
J)
States' Rights
b)

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

8)
'3)

10) ________ _
11 ) ------ ----12) ------- - - 13) -----·---·-

14) _______ _ _
15) _____ _ __ _

16) ________ _
1 7) -----·----18)

1 '3) - - - - - ·-----

20) ________ _

k)
m)

Emancioation Proclamation
Appomattox
Y-1)
Grant
o) Attrition
p) Control of Borde~ States
q) Stonewall Jackson
r) Recognition by British
s) Lee
t) Control of Mississipoi
IJ)
Ora ft ( Ci:rnscr i pt i or-1)

IDE AS
START WITH~ J)
a)

b)
c)
d)

GRANT

HDDC• mat t C•X
Federal is m
Lee

k)

Emancioation Proclamation

m)

Get t y s b •.tr g
States' Rignts
Rt tr it i •:•n

n )

e)

Defensi v e Warfare
Draft <Conscriotio·n)

f)

Caoture

·=· )

g>

Bloc k ade

o ) Co n trol of Border States
q ) Stonewall Jackson
r ) Re c og n itio n oy Brit i s h

h)

S h er ma n

s )

Rich mond

i ) B LI 1 1 R LI n
Grant

J )

1)

2 > ---------

3)
4)
5)
E, )
7)

8)
9 )

10 )
1 1 ) - - - - - - ·-· ·-1 2 ) _ _ ______ _
13)
14 )
15)
15 )
1 7)

--·------·- - - - - ·--·- --------·________ _
________ _

18 )
1 9 ) ___ _____ _

2 0)

( Ma Y-1ass a

s)

I n f lat i •:i n

t ) Co n trol of Mississ i ooi
u ) S l avery

Dimensional Concept Map Scores by Group

4

*Sig

NS

3

Macro

Micro

Connect

Causal Rel

Category

Depth

Descript

•
~

Summaries
Essays

Average Triads Score
4.0
3.5
QI

'0

3.0

Diff. Not Significant

~

00
rJ'j

2.5

~

·~

'-

Ill

.j

l!I

2.0

~

1.5
1.0 - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

Summaries

Essays

Condition

-a- Triads Score

